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a b s t r a c t
The Non-Aﬃnity Aware Grouping based resource Allocation (NAGA) method toward the General
VMPlacement (GP) problem enables (1) some VMs to be co-located onto the same PM while the VMs
are required to be placed onto distinct PMs; and (2) some VMs to be dispersedly placed onto distinct PMs while the VMs are required to be co-located onto the same PM, leading to a serious performance degradation of application running over multiple VMs in cloud computing. In this work
we study an Aﬃnity Aware VM Placement (AAP) problem and propose a Joint Aﬃnity AwareGrouping
and Bin Packing (JAGBP) method to remedy the deﬁciency of the NAGA method. We ﬁrstly introduce
aﬃnity of VMs to identify aﬃnity relationships to VMs which are required to be placed with a special
VM placement pattern, such as colocation or disperse placement, and formulate the AAP problem. Then,
we propose an aﬃnity aware resource scheduling framework, and provide methods to obtain and identify
the aﬃnity relationships between VMs, and the JAGBP method. Lastly, we present holistic evaluation experiments to validate the feasibility and evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. The results
demonstrate the signiﬁcance of introduced aﬃnity and the effectiveness of JAGBP method.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing has been a paradigm for delivering computing services to users with an abstraction of scalable, unlimited
computing resources on a pay-as-you-go basis and it runs applications to provide services for users on remote datacenters over
the Internet [9]. Nowadays many large companies, such as Amazon,
Google, Microsoft and Alibaba, have built public clouds successfully. More and more enterprises set up private clouds managed by
frameworks such as VMware vCloud [1], OpenStack [5], and CloudStack [18], paving a new commercial business model with migration of business applications to clouds. Due to a recent survey of
IT decision makers of large companies, 68% of the respondents estimate that more than 50% of their companies’ IT services will be
transmitted to cloud platforms by the end of 2014 [26].
The success of cloud computing partly ascribes to virtualization. Virtualization has become a crucial technology of cloud computing and built the essential infrastructure for clouds. It enables
server consolidation and live migration, and brings the dynami∗
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cal resource scheduling and allocation into reality for clouds. Various applications, such as High Performance Computing (HPC) applications [21], multi-tiers web applications [17], parallel applications [14], and big data processing applications [2], are encapsulated into multiple virtual machines (VMs) which are dynamically
allocated to a large pool of physical machines (PMs) [8,32,44].
With the growing number of users using clouds, the VM placement resource scheduling and allocation has become an increasingly important problem of current datacenter [20]. Many cloud
datacenters currently are still at a very low resource utilization
and need eﬃcient resource allocation methods [6]. The goal of resource allocation is commonly to maximize datacenter revenues or
the ratio between performance and cost. It involves performance
eﬃciency as well as energy eﬃciency. The performance eﬃciency
requires the allocation to minimize application performance cost
using virtualization. The energy eﬃciency requires the allocation
to maximize resource utilization, namely, minimize the number of
PMs.
Besides, as virtualization brings itself performance cost, some
VMs running applications are required to be placed with a speciﬁc placement pattern, i.e., VMs colocation or disperse placement [15,30]. For examples, the running of many communication/data- intensive applications inside multiple VMs generates net-
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work communication traﬃcs or data traﬃcs amongst VMs [25].
Colocating VMs with traﬃcs can reduce network communication
overhead and improve application performance. While co-locating
the VMs onto the same PM can cause competition of shared computing resources, such as CPU, memory, disk and network I/O
bandwidth, etc. The special demand of VM placement pattern
brings a dependency or relationship for VMs running applications.
Nevertheless, considering the dependency between VMs, the
VM placement resource scheduling and allocation bring forward
two major challenges:
(1) Obtaining the dependency of VMs with an effective placement pattern for running applications eﬃciently is not a
trivial task. It requires a detailed analysis of application program behaviours or features and a holistic performance evaluation for running application under all kinds of distinct VM
placement schemes.
(2) Solving the problem of VM placement resource scheduling
and allocation is always an optimization problem, such as
the bin packing problem. Due to bin packing is an NP-hard
problem, making decision of an optimal VM placement resource allocation solution for both minimizing the number
of PM to guarantee energy eﬃciency and guaranteeing the
dependency between VMs is a big challenge.
There have been some research works addressing the challenges
and proposed some methods on resource allocation [10,34,39–42].
However, current methods rarely consider the dependency of VMs
and lack a general approach to generalize the dependency of VMs
for VM placement. Further, there still are no general eﬃcient methods to obtain and identify relationships between VMs in VM placement. Although some methods solve the general VM placement resource allocation as a bin packing problem, without consideration
of the dependency or relationship between VMs, the bin packing
methods will enable the VMs which are required to be colocation
placed onto the same PM but not, and the VMs which are required
to be dispersedly placed onto distinct PMs but not, causing a certain level of application performance degradation [46].
In this paper, we target to remedy the deﬁciency of the general resource allocation methods like bin packing and focus on
both minimizing the application performance cost and maximizing the resource utilization. At ﬁrst, by conducting experiments in
a testbed with several typical cloud applications running between
multiple VMs, we do performance evaluation by running applications under two different VM placement patterns, namely, VMs
colocation placement and dispersedly placement with all kinds of
combination of VMs and PMs. Motivated by the observation results, we introduce aﬃnity to denote the dependency between
VMs and deﬁne aﬃnity relationships between VMs for VM placement and state an aﬃnity aware VM placement (AAP) problem.
Then, we propose a Joint Aﬃnity Aware Grouping and Bin Packing (JAGBP) method to solve the AAP problem, including an aﬃnity
grouping algorithm and several heuristic bin packing algorithms.
At last, we present three experiments to validate eﬃciency of the
proposed methods, including (1) experiments on obtaining and
identifying the aﬃnity relationships between VMs, (2) a simulation experiment on verifying the run eﬃciency of algorithms, and
(3) a real cloud environment experiment to illustrate the effectiveness of the JAGBP method through constructing seven virtual clusters (VCs) conﬁgured with 59 VMs for running typical cloud applications, including the HPCC and RUBiS benchmarks. By comparing
to the Non-aﬃnity aware grouping allocation (NAGA) method, the
JAGBP method signiﬁcantly improve the application performance
better than the NAGA method.
In brief, our contributions are as follows.
(1) We model aﬃnity between VMs for VM placement. In the
model, we give the methods to ﬁnd and identify aﬃnity re-

lationships between VMs, involving the performance measurement, analysis and evaluation of typical cloud virtualization applications.
(2) We present an aﬃnity aware VM placement (AAP) problem
and the JAGBP method. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the ﬁrst to present AAP problem and propose JAGBP method.
(3) We provide an aﬃnity aware VM placement framework for
cloud computing system resource scheduling. It integrates
aﬃnity obtaining methods and resource scheduling algorithms which can be eﬃciently used to advance the practical
cloud computing platforms.
(4) We conduct overall experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. We present
the related work in Section 2, the background and motivation of
our work in Section 3. Next, we model the aﬃnity and aﬃnity relationship, and state the aﬃnity aware placement problem
in Section 4 and we propose solutions to solve the problem in
Section 5, followed by experiments in Section 6. Finally we give
conclusion in Section 7.
2. Related work
This paper presents an approach for VM placement resource allocation in cloud computing systems, considering both optimization of application performance and resource utilization to provide
highly performance cost ratio for cloud. Here, we discuss related
work in the literature related to similar issues.
2.1. Aﬃnity and virtualization performance studies
Many research on aﬃnity and virtualization performance has
been conducted in cloud computing.
Chen and Li et al. proposed aﬃnity as a property of VMs to
identify the relation between a virtual CPU and CPU core in VMM
or Hypervisor to implement a new schedule strategy to improve
the eﬃciency of virtualized resource scheduling under a single virtualized system in cloud computing [4]. Sonnek et al. presented
an aﬃnity-aware VM migration technique to minimize the communication overhead on a virtualized platform [33]. The aﬃnity
is identiﬁed as a policy or a technique of VM migration for a dynamic resource allocation. Yan, Cairong et al. discussed an aﬃnity aware virtual cluster optimization method for Mapreduce applications placement [43]. The aﬃnity is deﬁned as relationships
between virtual clusters and obtained by measuring the latency
distance between network virtual machines. The proposed aﬃnity in this paper denotes relationships between VMs associated
with special VM placement patterns, colocation placement and nocolocation placement.
Sudevalayam et al. put forward an aﬃnity aware modeling of
CPU usage method to evaluate performance of virtualized applications hosted onto two VMs with colocation placement or disperse
placement [35]. They focus on CPU usage-based application performance evaluation under VM colocation or disperse location scenarios but not resource allocation. Two years later, they described
an aﬃnity aware modeling of CPU usage with communicating virtual machines and develop pair-wise aﬃnity-aware models to predict expected CPU resource requirements [36]. Their proposed performance evaluation methods paved a good way to obtain aﬃnity
of VMs for our work. Our work presents a general aﬃnity of VMs
and aﬃnity relation model for VM placement resource allocation.
Meng et al. introduced a traﬃc-aware VM placement to improve
the network scalability [25]. The network traﬃc generates communications. The authors did not address aﬃnity for VM placement
but the traﬃc property deﬁnes a kind of aﬃnity for our work. Re-
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cently, Zhang, Wei et al. provided an interference minimization optimization method for Hadoop virtual machines placement. The interference between VMs running Hadoop application also denotes
a kind of aﬃnity for our work [47].
Besides, some Enterprise virtualization products such as
VMWare addressed a simple resource management system which
employed aﬃnity to signify a set of VMs which are required to be
kept together as one unit to do colocation in VM placement [12].
It proves the practicality of our study on aﬃnity-aware grouping
resource allocation.
2.2. Resource allocation, scheduling for virtual machine placement
Virtualization reduces complexity of resource scheduling allocation and eases resource management in VM placement. In large
scale datacenter or cloud computing systems, the network performance optimization is a signiﬁcant issue. Yet many solutions directly improve the network performance by changing network architecture and routing protocols in modern datacenters, but rarely
by optimizing the VM placement [11,27].
While in virtualized datacenters, more and more researches
have developed a lot of eﬃcient methods to improve performance
by designing eﬃcient algorithms to optimize VM placement. Stillwell, M. et al. proposed various algorithms for the VM placement resource allocation problem [34]. Wilcox et al. solved the
VM placement as vector packing with a grouping genetic algorithm [40]. Panigrahy et al. addressed the heuristics vector bin
packing based on FFD approximate approaches to the vector packing problem [29]. Tordsson, J. et al. proposed cloud brokering
mechanisms for optimized placement of virtual machines across
multiple providers [38]. Jay Smitha et al. investigated a robust
static resource allocation problem for distributed computing systems operating under imposed Quality of Service (QoS) constraints
and used a unique application of both path relinking and local
search within a Genetic Algorithm [31].
Recently, Depoorter et al. provided a resource management system to advance reservation, co-allocation and pricing of network
and computational resources in grids [7]. Xiaoling Li et al. study a
resource allocation with multi-factor node ranking in data center
networks [19]. These VM allocation solutions adopt VM bin packing techniques, in which the VMs and PMs are multi-dimensional
vectors including dimensions like CPU, RAM, disk and network I/O,
etc. [40]. We present an aﬃnity aware grouping resource allocation
method to minimize system overhead. In other words, these works
are non-aﬃnity-awareness but the proposed techniques are helpful
to our aﬃnity-aware grouping resource allocation research works.
3. Background and motivation
We are interested in recognizing the correlation between application performance and VM placement patterns. In this section,
we ﬁrstly present a case study on application performance evaluation as a background, resulting in motivation of our further aﬃnity
aware VM placement work.
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to denote a speciﬁc combination of given some VMs and PMs for
VM placement corresponding to the VM placement pattern.
Moreover, for any one or two VMs placed onto PMs, we address
three general simple VM placement patterns as shown in Fig. 1.
At ﬁrst, if we need to place some VMs into a ﬁxed PM, then we
have a ﬁxed placement pattern (FP) that is one VM is placed onto a
ﬁxed PM. While for any two VMs, there are two patterns as shown
in (1) and (2) of Fig. 1. One is (1)colocation placement (CP) pattern, that is two or more VMs are colocation placed onto the same
PM, and the other is (2)no-colocation placement (NCP) or dispersedly placement (DP) pattern that is two VMs are dispersedly placed
onto distinct PMs.
For the simplicity of description in the latter section of this paper, we use a function form CP(· ) or CP(n) (n is the number of
given VMs) to denote the colocation placement scheme in which
considering the number of VMs and the VMs are viewed as a
whole group and placed onto the same PM or location. For example, CP(8) denotes 8 VMs as one group placed onto one PM whilst
idling the other PM. Furthermore, we use a function form DP(· ) to
denote no-colocation placement (NCP) or dispersedly placement (DP)
pattern in which VMs are distributed among multiple PMs or different PM locations. For example, DP(7 + 1) denotes eight VMs are
divided into two groups with 7 VMs as a group placed onto one
PM and 1 VM as a group placed onto the other PM.
3.2. Benchmarking cloud application
We choose a typical cloud application, the HPC Challenge benchmark (HPCC) [22]. As a case study, we evaluate HPCC application
performance under distinct VM placement patterns and placement
schemes. HPCC comprises of seven benchmark applications. It is
used to measure the performance of parallel computing in a cluster with several nodes conﬁgured with VMs. We choose seven
typical metrics for our study, including four metrics from four
communication-aware benchmarks, namely, HPL, PTRANS, FFT and
Avgpingpong from HPCC benchmark and three memory-intensive
benchmarks, namely, STREAM, RandomAccess and DGEMM.
The testbed system involves four homogeneous PMs. All PMs
are Dell PowerEdge T710 servers each with dule Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5620 @ 2.40 GHz, totally 16 cores and 16GB RAM running
Xen-3.3.1 virtualization technology. We deploy 4, 8 and 16 VMs respectively onto PMs to run the HPCC benchmark applications to
measure its performance under all kinds of placement schemes.
HPCC application has four main parameters related to workload
size, i.e., A, NB, P and Q, in which A denotes the order of the coeﬃcient matrix, NB the partitioning blocking factor, P the number
of process rows, and Q the number of process columns. In the case
study, Matrix A is set to 10 0 0 × 10 0 0 and others to be default.
3.2.1. Traﬃcs between VMs on running HPCC
At ﬁrst, without consideration of the performance, we focus
on testing the dependency between VMs derived from traﬃcs between VMs. We create a simple virtual cluster (VC) with four VMs
and deploy VMs onto one PM. We run the test three times and obtain the average of the traﬃc results as shown in Fig. 2. We ﬁnd
that traﬃcs between HPCC VMs are very heavy or frequent.

3.1. VM placement pattern
In VM placement one VM is allocated onto a PM, which means
one VM is mapped to a ﬁxed PM, or VM has a ﬁxed PM location.
Some VMs cannot only be colocatedly placed onto one PM but also
dispersedly placed onto distinct PMs. Certainly we can also choose
a speciﬁc PM to deploy some VMs. We introduce a notation VM
placement pattern to denote some VMs placed onto PMs according
to how to deploy VMs onto PMs. As far as the number of VMs or
PMs is concerned, we use another notation VM placement scheme

3.2.2. HPCC performance
Further, we counter-intuitively think that the traﬃcs can incur
performance inﬂuence for the HPCC application. Then, we create
another two VCs with 8 VMs and 16 VMs to run the whole HPCC
application many times, summarize the performance metric values and conclude the average value as ﬁnal results for our performance analysis. According to the number of VM and PM, we separate VMs and PMs into several combination forms for all possible VM placement schemes. For example, for given eight VMs and
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Fig. 1. Three basic placement patterns.

Table 1
HPL comparison of three schemes.

HPL_Tﬂops

Fig. 2. Traﬃc amongst 4 VMs (1–4) running HPCC benchmark. The values in the
edge between VMs are average traﬃc rate, concluded by a ratio between total traﬃc
volume in all time intervals and the total runtime, detail in Section 4.

CP(16)

DP(8+8)

DP(4+4+4+4)

0.0061

0.0018

0.0017

(2) We then compare the performance in terms of the other
four different metrics from communication/data- intensive
benchmarks under different VM deployment schemes. The
results is shown in Fig. 4. It tells that CP(8) outperforms
all other schemes for the four metrics; especially, for metric PTRANS, CP(8) is ﬁve times better than DP(7 + 1) or 10
times better than others.
(3) We further compare the performance derived from three
non-communication intensive metrics of HPCC. These metrics are memory intensive. From the results shown in Fig. 5,
we ﬁnd that all memory intensive metrics shows little difference under distinct VMs placement schemes.
(4) Table 1 illustrates the comparison of HPL metric for these
schemes for 16 VMs used to run HPCC application, from
which we conﬁrm that CP(16) outperforms nearly four times
than other two schemes so that colocation-placing VMs can
obtain much more beneﬁt.

3.3. Motivation

Fig. 3. The runtime performance of HPCC.

two PMs, we can have totally ﬁve combinations to allocate these
VMs to two PMs, namely CP(8), DP(7 + 1), DP(6 + 2), DP(5 + 3),
and DP(4 + 4). Moreover, considering that the number of PMs is
three or four, for eight VMs, we also try other two special scenarios: a scheme DP(3 + 3 + 2) where 8 VMs deployed among three
PMs, and a scheme DP(2 + 2 + 2 + 2) deployed onto four PMs each
with two VMs, respectively. After running HPCC under all schemes
we obtain the runtime metric and seven key metrics corresponding
to all benchmarks of HPCC for evaluation. At last, for 16 VMs, we
only consider three general placement schemes, namely, CP(16),
DP(8 + 8), and DP(4 + 4 + 4 + 4) and obtain the HPL benchmark
metric for evaluation.
The results are described as follows.
(1) We ﬁrst compare the runtime performance metric as shown
in Fig. 3. We see that CP(8) requires the least runtime as
compared with others, meaning that all eight VMs placed
onto one PM can complete running with the runtime less
than half of that of DP(4 + 4) or one fourth of that of DP(2 +
2 + 2 + 2).

From the above observations of performance evaluation case
study, we conclude that for heavy communication intensive applications, VMs colocation placement scheme can obtain much better
application performance according to speciﬁc concerned metrics.
But certainly this may not be true because the performance of the
CPU-intensive or memory-intensive applications are restricted by
the limit of PM resource capacity because of contention of sharing resource. In other word, with consideration of limited PM resource capacity, in colocation-placement the overloaded allocation
VMs onto PMs cannot be sure to improve application performance
due to contention of sharing resource between colocated VMs.
Therefore, in view of application performance, it is meaningful
to do co-locating such VMs to run communication intensive applications during the VM placement resource allocation. Then, if the
beneﬁt of performance under distinct placement patterns is known
before VM allocation decision, it is necessary to identify the VMs
with a dependency or relationship. Motivated by this, in the latter
section of the paper, we further introduce aﬃnity to denote the
dependency or relationship between some VMs running a speciﬁc
application and in practical VM placement we do placing the VMs
according to the aﬃnity rules. When the VMs are identiﬁed with
aﬃnity relationships, we can also offer beneﬁt to do aﬃnity aware
grouping and placing VM groups with aﬃnity as a whole unit to
PMs, so as to guarantee the aﬃnity.
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Fig. 4. Communication-intensive benchmark metrics of the HPCC benchmark performance evaluation amongst different metrics in distinct CP and DP schemes.

Fig. 5. Non-communication intensive benchmarks of the HPCC performance evaluation against different metrics.

4. Problem statement
In this section, we ﬁrstly provide some deﬁnitions for modelling aﬃnity of VMs and then state the Aﬃnity Aware VM Placement (AAP) problem.

According to the basic VM placement patterns, we deﬁne
three aﬃnity types and aﬃnity relations, namely, colocation
placement aﬃnity/relation (co-aﬃnity/relation), no-colocation placement aﬃnity/relation (noco-aﬃnity/relation) and ﬁxed placement
aﬃnity/relation(ﬁxed-aﬃnity/relation).
4.2. Aﬃnity aware VM placement problem

4.1. Deﬁnition

Deﬁnition 1. Aﬃnity. The aﬃnity is deﬁned as a dependency between one or more VMs with a special placement pattern running
a special application workload.
The aﬃnity can be derived from the communication or data
transmission traﬃcs between the two VMs generated during the
running of application. Generally, to reduce performance cost of
virtualization and offer better application performance in VM resource allocation, the two VMs are required to be colocation placed
onto one PM with enough CPU, MEM or placed onto two PMs with
enough network bandwidth and located locally. We further extend
the meaning of aﬃnity conception to a general conception that we
can identify a dependency to VMs if the VMs are required to have
a special placement pattern.
The aﬃnity of VMs means a relationship between VMs. According to relation theory, we deﬁne aﬃnity relation as follows [28].
Deﬁnition 2. Aﬃnity Relation. The aﬃnity relation is deﬁned as a
relationship between two VMs with aﬃnity property.

Without consideration of aﬃnity, we call the VM placement as
the General VM Placement (GP) problem. In the following, we state
the aﬃnity aware placement (AAP) problem by adding aﬃnity as
new rules to the GP problem. Speciﬁcally, we put forward deﬁnitions and integer programming models for both the GP and AAP
problem.
4.2.1. The GP problem and IP-GP model
As a resource allocation problem, a VM can be viewed as an
item and a PM as a bin. We formalize the GP problem as a bin
packing or VM packing (VMP) problem which is described detail
as follows [40].
Deﬁnition 3. General VM placement problem (GP). Given a set
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } with n VMs and a set P = { p1 , p2 , . . . , pm } with
m homogeneous PMs, each VM item has a d-dimensional resource
demand size and PM has a d-dimensional resource capacity, ﬁnding an optimal placement scheme, subject to matching the PM resource capacity limit (RLC) constraint that for each resource dimension the total size of VMs in each PM cannot excess the capacity size of the PM, such that the number of PM is minimized.
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(2) Then, we set other elements ai j (i = j ), i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, to a
value to denote the co-aﬃnity and noco-aﬃnity between
item i and j. The value set to 0 denotes item i and j have
no colocation/no-colocation aﬃnity, a positive number (aij >
0) denotes item i and j have a colocation aﬃnity relation, and
a negative number (aij < 0) denotes item i and j have a nocolocation aﬃnity.

The GP problem is an optimization problem. We describe the
Integer Programming model for GP problem (IP-GP) in the following.
Deﬁnition 4. IP-GP model. Given n VMs and m homogeneous
PMs, we suppose that a PM is a bin and a VM an item. The PM
bin and VM item are both d-dimensional resource vectors. The
VM items are allocated and packed onto PM bins. For each bin
j ∈ {1, . . . , m} we introduce a binary variable yj which we set to
1 if bin j is used in the packing, and 0 otherwise. For each VM
item i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and each bin j, we introduce a binary variable
xij which we set to 1 if item i is packed into bin j, and 0 otherwise. Each item i is a resource vector si = (s1i , s2i , . . . , sdi ), and each
dimension k ∈ {1, . . . , d} denotes a resource demand size ski which
is normalized to 0..1. In each dimension, the capacity of each PM
bin is also normalized to 1.

The size of value represents a real weight of aﬃnity (aﬃnity degree) which is associated with the value of some application performance metrics, such as the traﬃc rate between VMs or performance revenue value.
Each aﬃnity relation constructs a rule in IP-AAP model. We add
the rules to the IP-AAP model for every aﬃnity relation as follows.
•

Speciﬁcally, the IP-GP model is described as follows.

min

m
j=1

yj

(1)

subject to

m
j=1

xi j = 1 , ∀i ∈ {1 , . . . , n},

n

k
i=1 si

· xi j ≤ 1 , ∀k ∈ {1 , . . . , d }, j ∈ {1 , . . . , m}

(2)
(3)

xi j ≤ y j

(4)

xi j ∈ {0, 1}, y j ∈ {0, 1}

(5)

The bin packing of GP problem is NP-hard and we cannot get
the optimal VM placement solutions in polynomial time unless
P = NP [16]. In next section, we will describe some bin packing
heuristic methods to give approximate solutions [29].
4.2.2. The AAP problem and IP-AAP model
Next, we state the aﬃnity aware VM placement problem as follows.
Deﬁnition 5. Aﬃnity Aware VM placement Problem AAP. Given
a set V of n VMs, a set P of m homogeneous PMs, a set E with
e aﬃnity relations between VMs, ﬁnd an optimal VM placement
solution to allocate the VMs onto PMs, subject to matching the
RLC constraint, such that both the aﬃnity relationships are satisﬁed and the number of PM is minimized.
Like GP problem we further consider an Integer Programming
model of the AAP problem (IP-AAP). The IP-AAP model is derived from the IP-GP model considering three aﬃnity relationships.
Speciﬁcally, corresponding to the basic three aﬃnity relationships,
we address three equations as rules and add to the IP-GP model.
The equations are illustrated in Eqs. (6)–(8).
Moreover, for the simplicity of description, we introduce an
aﬃnity relation matrix A = (ai j )i, j∈{1,...,n} to denote all aﬃnity relations between VM items. For ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the value of aij denote a weight value of aﬃnity relation and is set to 0 as default.
We distinguish three aﬃnity relation types by setting the elements
aij to distinct values.
(1) At ﬁrst, we set the diagonal element of A, namely, aii (i ∈
{1, . . . , n} ), a value (≥0) to denote one VM with ﬁxedaﬃnity or without ﬁxed-aﬃnity. The value set to 0 denotes
VM item i has no ﬁxed-aﬃnity, otherwise a positive integer
number k(k ∈ {1, . . . , m} ) denotes item i has a ﬁxed-aﬃnity
and need to be placed onto a ﬁxed PM bin k.

Colocation aﬃnity rule (Co-aﬃnity): let item i and j have a
colocation aﬃnity and are required to be colocation placed onto
the same bin k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, then item i and item j can use
equal binary variable, namely, there exists bin k, k ∈ {1..m},
x jk = xik = 1 and x jl = xil = 0, where l = k, and l for all others. In other words, we can combine item i and j to one group
item as a new item, and for each dimension d, the size of group
item v is denoted by the sum of item i and j, i.e., sdv = sdi + sdj .
In fact, we use the same binary variable for these two items.
For all colocation aﬃnity relations, we add the following constraint (6) to ILP.

x jk = xik , ∀k, if ai j > 0
•

No-colocation aﬃnity rule (Noco-aﬃnity): we assume item i
and j have a no-colocation aﬃnity and are required to be deployed onto two distinct bins k and l (k = l).
In this case, we add the following constraints (7) to ILP-AAP.

xik + x jk ≤ 1, ∀k, if ai j < 0
•

(6)

(7)

Fixed PM aﬃnity rule (Fixed-aﬃnity): let item i have a ﬁxed
PM aﬃnity associated with a ﬁxed PM bin aii , namely, is placed
onto a ﬁxed PM bin u = aii . Then we have the following corresponding equation.

xiu = 1, ∀i, if u = aii ≥ 1

(8)

The IP-AAP model also can be solved by a faster optimizer of
mathematics, such as CPLEX [3] and Gurobi [13]. We use it to conclude a solution. However it lasts even longer time than that of
IP-GP model. So it is unrealistic for practical applications when the
size of items is increased.
5. Solve the problem
In this section we propose an overall solution to solve the AAP
problem with an aﬃnity aware resource scheduling framework and
a joint aﬃnity aware grouping and placement method.
5.1. Scheduling framework
We design an aﬃnity aware resource scheduling (AARS) framework for cloud system as shown in Fig. 6. We consider a general
cloud application scenario in the framework. At ﬁrst, cloud users
or tenants send requests for running applications by renting VMs
in cloud computing. Each application runs inside one or more VMs,
for example, the cloud App.1 with 2 VMs, App.2 with 3 VMs, and
so on. Then the cloud controller receives a list of VMs request from
cloud users and execute a resource scheduling or VM resource allocation, such as initial placement, load balancing at every moment.
For the aﬃnity aware resource scheduling, we design three modules, i.e., aﬃnity generator, aﬃnity scheduler and schedule decider.
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Fig. 6. Aﬃnity aware resource scheduling framework.

•

•

•

The aﬃnity generator is in charge of generating aﬃnity relationships for VMs as resource scheduling rules. During the running of application between VMs, the aﬃnity generator generates the aﬃnity relations between VMs. It receives application
workload proﬁling data, VMs, PMs resource data from cloud
controller. It needs many aﬃnity monitor tools responsible for
monitoring, obtaining and recording the detailed aﬃnity information of VMs timely. Eventually, the monitoring result information data is summarized to do aﬃnity analysis and conclude
whether VMs have aﬃnity or not.
The aﬃnity scheduler is responsible for the control and management of VM aﬃnity aware resource scheduling. It termly checks
scheduling request from cloud controller, and determines which
type of scheduling should be done, such as initial placement or
load balancing. When a schedule request is coming, it immediately sends the request to the scheduling decider to complete
scheduling decision.
The scheduling decider is responsible for making resource
scheduling decision. The decision results are made up of a
list of speciﬁc scheduling operations, such as VM migrations,
placement of VMs onto PMs, VM boot or shutdown operation.
The scheduling decision is realized with some decision algorithms including aﬃnity grouping and aﬃnity group packing algorithms.

5.2. Obtaining and identifying aﬃnity
We can ﬁrstly obtain aﬃnity of VMs and identify aﬃnity relationships for the VMs in VM placement. Below we give some principles and methods for obtaining and identiﬁcation of aﬃnity between VMs.
5.2.1. General principles and methods
We assume in a real cloud scheduling some VMs are known to
run speciﬁc applications. The applications always have speciﬁc program behaviours or features. Then, we identify the aﬃnity to VMs.
If we do not know the application performance features, then we
do some performance evaluations similar as what we have done
in the case study in Section 3. Certainly performance evaluation
maybe bring much additional cost. Especially, there are no need to
do it for the short-run application programs. But it is useful for

clouds to do it for the longrun ones. Therefore, we have a principle with a focus on doing some performance evaluations for the
longrun applications to obtain aﬃnity relationships between the
multiple VMs.
After all, we obtain aﬃnity for VMs based on the placement
demand of a special VM placement pattern. The general principles
and methods are as follows. (1)During the performance evaluation,
if colocating VMs onto one PM can achieve better performance or
lower cost, then identify the VMs with colocation placement aﬃnity. (2)On the contrary, we identify some of two VMs with nocolocation placement aﬃnity. (3)Moreover, if a cloud user has a
preference with a demand of placing his VMs onto a ﬁxed PM, then
we identify the VMs with a ﬁxed PM placement aﬃnity.
In addition, in order to distinguish the aﬃnity relationship can
be weighed with a value as aﬃnity ratio. The value of aﬃnity degree is mapping to a performance metric value.
5.2.2. Colocation placement aﬃnity
We take an example for identifying VMs with colocation placement aﬃnity for VMs running communication intensive applications. We obtain the aﬃnity between VMs by detecting traﬃcs
between VM pairs. Actually, the traﬃc can be easily captured by
some traﬃc monitoring tools such as tcpdump [24]. Based on tcpdump, we implement a traﬃc collection tool to automatically capture traﬃc ﬁngerprinting between all VM pairs in every time interval during the whole running process of applications.
In every time interval (e.g., second or minute), we sum up a total bytes of all the transferred packets between VM pairs as traﬃc
volume. Speciﬁcally, each traﬃc record signiﬁes a network packet
transferred from a source server to a destination server. We express it as a triple like < sourceid, destinationid, volume >, in
which sourceid and destinationid denote the source and distinction server IP address, respectively, and the volume denotes the
packet size (bytes) of traﬃc being captured within a length of
monitoring time. In addition, a pair of VMs (x, y) will have distinct value of traﬃc volumes in the two transmission directions.
For simplicity, we assume they are identical otherwise use average
of them. As a metric, we use average traﬃc rate (ATR): bps,mbps
(bytes/mbytes per second) or pps (packet-amounts per second) to
denote the communication traﬃc dependency between a VM pair.
In addition, we conclude the metric of ATR between a VM pair,
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by dividing the total traﬃc volume by the total runtime like total seconds consumed in running applications as in the following
formula.

AT R = T otal tra f f ic volume/T otal time(sec. ).

(9)

VMs with traﬃcs indicates the VMs be colocation placed onto
the same PM and we identify the VMs with colocation placement
aﬃnity. For each VM pair with aﬃnity we map the metric ATR as
aﬃnity degree.
Besides, when a set of VMs runs CPU-/memory- intensive applications in one PM, we can capture the PM resource usage including CPU, RAM, disk I/O and network, and check whether there
are heavy resource contention or not between VMs. And then we
evaluate the application performance by comparing performance
results under distinct VM placement patterns. If there are heavy
resource contention between VMs, then we identify no-colocation
placement aﬃnity for the VMs.
5.3. Joint aﬃnity aware grouping and placement
We adopt the approximation methods to solve the AAP problem
because the AAP problem is NP-hard. We propose a joint aﬃnity
aware grouping and placement method. In the method, the AAP
problem is divided into two subproblems, (1) aﬃnity aware grouping problem; (2) aﬃnity-VM-group placement problem.
5.3.1. Aﬃnity aware grouping
The aﬃnity aware grouping problem is generated from the
co-aﬃnity equivalence class partition features derived from the
colocation aﬃnity equivalence relation. Speciﬁcally, note that VMs
with colocation aﬃnity relationships are required to be colocation
placed, so two VMs with colocation aﬃnity are required to be colocation placed onto one PM, which indicates the two VMs can be
combined together as one big VM unit to be placed onto one PM.
Further, in Section 4, we have proved that the colocation aﬃnity
relation is an equivalence relation. Hence, given a number of VMs
with colocation aﬃnity relations, we can do equivalence partition,
i.e., grouping for these VMs. We call it as aﬃnity aware grouping,
which targets to partition the VMs with colocation aﬃnity relations into a set of disjoint VM sets. That is, the VMs with colocation aﬃnity are ﬁrstly partitioned into a set of disjoint equivalence
classes. Each equivalence class includes a set of VMs, which constructs a VM group.
We introduce and deﬁne colocation aﬃnity VM group as follows.
Deﬁnition 6. Colocation aﬃnity VM Group. The colocation aﬃnity VM group is deﬁned as a set of VMs in an equivalence class
based on colocation aﬃnity relation. In VM placement, all VMs of
this group are viewed as a whole unit required to be colocation
placed onto one PM.
We create rules to generate colocation aﬃnity VM groups as
follows according to the relation theory and co-aﬃnity property.
Given a ﬁnite set V of VMs, let x, y ∈ V be two VMs.
Obviously, a set of one VM forms a colocation aﬃnity VM group
because a VM item and itself will be obviously allocated to the
same PM and have colocation aﬃnity relationship.
Claim 1. A set of two VMs having a co-aﬃnity relationship forms one
aﬃnity VM group.
Proof. Given two VMs x and y, x ∼ y, AG is the union of set {x}
and {y}, i.e., AG = {x} ∪ {y} = {x, y}, a subset of V, generates a coaﬃnity group on x and y. Due to x and y having co-aﬃnity relation,
x and y are allocated to the same PM, namely, all VMs in AG are
allocated to one PM. 

Claim 2. The union of two co-aﬃnity VM groups forms an co-aﬃnity
VM group, if two VMs between the two different groups exist one coaﬃnity relation. Equivalently, let AG 1 and AG 2 be two aﬃnity VM
groups, and AG 1 ∩ AG 2 = ∅, if ∃x ∈ AG 1 , y ∈ AG 2 , and x ∼ y, then
the union of AG = AG 1 ∪ AG 2 is a union aﬃnity VM group for two
disjoint aﬃnity VM groups.
Proof by contradiction. if AG 1 and AG 2 cannot be allocated to the
same PM, then x and y cannot be allocated to the same PM, which
means x and y are not grouped into the same group, or the aﬃnity between x and y is broken. So if and only if AG 1 and AG 2 are
allocated to the same PM, or distinct PMs, the aﬃnity-aware VM
placement between x and y can be guaranteed. 
5.3.2. Aﬃnity VM group placement
After aﬃnity aware grouping, the VMs are grouped into a set of
co-aﬃnity VM groups which are uniformly processed in VM placement.
We consider three cases as follows:
(1) The ﬁrst case is called only-co-aﬃnity placement, denoted by
COAP, in which all the aﬃnity of VMs are co-aﬃnity and
there are no large co-aﬃnity groups. We do not consider
noco-aﬃnity, then the VMs can be grouped of a set of coaﬃnity VM groups, and each co-aﬃnity VM group can be
combined and viewed as one big VM. The VM placement
turns into a group placement problem.
(2) The second case is called co- and noco-aﬃnity placement, denoted by CN-COAP, in which some VMs have co-aﬃnity and
some VMs have noco-aﬃnity. In this case, we ﬁrstly partition VMs into groups according to co-aﬃnity relations and
then make decision of allocation the VM groups into PMs
with consideration of the noco-aﬃnity one by one.
(3) The third case is called big co-aﬃnity placement denoted by
BIG-COAP in which the total resource demand size of all VMs
in one co-aﬃnity group is bigger than all the PM resource
capacity. In this case, we cannot allocate these co-aﬃnity
group VMs into one PM, so we allow the co-aﬃnity group
VMs to be dispersedly placed onto distinct PMs. But yet,
some co-aﬃnity relations are not satisﬁed, which generates
a special system overhead.
5.4. Scheduling algorithms
In this section, we propose the joint aﬃnity aware grouping
and placement method with aﬃnity aware resource scheduling algorithms to solve the AAP problem. It includes a grouping algorithm for VMs with co-aﬃnity relations and bin packing heuristics
algorithms for resource scheduling with consideration of all other
aﬃnity relations except co-aﬃnity. The scheduling includes many
types, such as the initial placement and load balancing. We focus
on solving the initial VM placement problem.
5.4.1. Aﬃnity aware grouping
Given a set V of VMs and a set AR of VM-aﬃnity relation between VMs, the aﬃnity aware grouping algorithm aims to group
the VMs into a set of disjoint subsets of V, each of which is a maximized co-aﬃnity VM group and in each group none of VM pairs
has noco-aﬃnity relationships. The maximized co-aﬃnity VM group
is such a group inside which any VM has co-aﬃnity relation with
at least one VM in the group and has no co-aﬃnity relation with
any other VM outside the group.
We accordingly have the following two assumptions, namely
(1) an optimal grouping enables each VM group to have the maximal number of VM items with co-aﬃnity and each VM has coaﬃnity relationship with at least one VM in the same group and
has no co-aﬃnity relationship with any VM item outside this
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group; (2) for each dimension the total resource demand of any
co-aﬃnity VM group is no more than the resource capacity of PM;
(3) two VMs with noco-aﬃnity must be allocated onto two distinct
co-aﬃnity groups, namely, the aﬃnity groups are also identiﬁed
with noco-aﬃnity relations.
We denote this co-aﬃnity grouping algorithm as Max-VAGrouping (MVAG) algorithm and describe the detailed steps as
shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm MVAG : Max-VA-Grouping.
Require:
A VM set with the number N;
A VM aﬃnity relation set V R with the number E;
Ensure:
A set of disjoint maximized co-aﬃnity VM groups V G and a set
of noco-aﬃnity relation between co-aﬃnity groups GR.
1: Input the resource demand value of VMs V , and aﬃnity relations V R.
2: Build-set. Initially each VM of V is built as a co-aﬃnity VM
group set (singleton set) V G and a new noco-aﬃnity relation
set for co-aﬃnity groups GR is set empty.
3: Find-set. For each aﬃnity relation between a VM pair in V R,
ﬁnd the co-aﬃnity VM group set which contains the two VMs,
and get the two co-aﬃnity VM group sets.
4: Union-set. If the aﬃnity relation is co-aﬃnity, then we apply
union operation to the two co-aﬃnity VM group sets to get a
new co-aﬃnity VM group set; otherwise, we have the aﬃnity
is noco-aﬃnity, then we create and identify a new noco-aﬃnity
relation between the two co-aﬃnity groups, namely, add the
noco-aﬃnity between the two co-aﬃnity groups to GR.
5: If there are any other co-aﬃnity relations, then goto Step 3;
otherwise goto Step 6.
6: return V G , the result co-aﬃnity VM group set and GR, a nocoaﬃnity relation set for V G.

The grouping can reduce the size scale of the number of VM
items in resource allocation and improve the eﬃciency of VM
placement decision. Speciﬁcally, let NV be the number of VM items
and NG be the number of group items, then we have NG ≤ NV. The
time complexity consists of the time for three operations, namely
build-set (Step 2), ﬁnd-set (Step 3), and union-set (Step 4) operations. We use a tree-based data structure and a path compression
technique to minimize the computation complexity. Being similar
as the disjoint set algorithm [37], the time complexity of MVAG
algorithm is O(N+E), where N is the number of VMs and E is the
number of aﬃnity relations.

5.4.2. Aﬃnity-VM-group packing
After aﬃnity aware grouping, we have a set of co-aﬃnity VM
groups and a set of noco-aﬃnity relationships between these coaﬃnity VM groups. Next, we ﬁrstly assume the resource size of
all aﬃnity groups is smaller than the PM resource capacity. And
then, we consider an optimal resource allocation scheme to allocate these co-aﬃnity groups onto PMs and minimize the number
of PM with satisfying two constraints, namely, resource capacity
limit of PM and aﬃnity. Given that the co-aﬃnity group can be
viewed as a whole unit like one big VM, the co-aﬃnity group allocation is similar as the single VM resource allocation and the aﬃnity group allocation problem is NP-hard [16]. Thus, we also use bin
packing methods to conclude the optimal solution. We call the VM
group bin packing as aﬃnity group packing (AGP), which is also
a type of vector bin packing (VBP) [29], or multi-dimensional VM
packing. In particular, during the whole process of decision making
of group allocation, all aﬃnity relations are required to be satisﬁed,
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namely, the VMs in the same group be allocated onto the same PM,
two VMs with noco-aﬃnity be disperse placed onto distinct PMs.
In the following, we depict some aﬃnity group packing algorithms based upon bin packing heuristic methods. The main process of aﬃnity group packing algorithm includes the following four
steps.
Step 1. Input. Initially, input aﬃnity VM group items, PM bins and
no-colocation aﬃnity relations between groups;
Step 2. Sorting groups. Use a measure to identify a value for each
group item to decompose resource vectors and make sort
by the measure in a decreasing order;
Step 3. Packing groups. Make decision of selecting and packing
each group items into a suitable PM according to a policy
of satisfying two constraints or rules: (a) resource capacity
limits constraint; (b) the aﬃnity constraints including colocation aﬃnity and no-colocation aﬃnity.
Step 4. Output. Output the group items placement results, a list of
mapping VMs to PMs.
From the above basic process, if we do not sort the group
items in a decreasing order, we have the heuristics methods,
the First Fit (FF), Best Fit (BF), Next Fit (NF), etc. If we employ
the sort in placement we have the heuristics including the FirstFit-Decreasing (FFD), the Best-Fit-Decreasing (BFD). We also have
many variants of FFD for multi-dimensional items, such as FFDProd, FFDAvgSum etc. if we convert the resource vector items to
a numerical value for sorting in a decreasing order. In particular,
8 variants of FFD and BFD based on eight kinds of measures are
proposed in [23] and three variants of FFD, namely, FFDProd, FFDAvgSum and FFDExpSum are provided in [29].
Without loss of generality, we choose the FFD bin packing policy to make decision of the aﬃnity group packing, and then we
have a FFD-based group packing. The algorithm is denoted as FFDAGP algorithm. We analyze the performance of the algorithm. The
time complexity of FFD-AGP includes the sorting and packing operation. The sorting complexity is at least O(Klog (K)) because we
can use quick-sort method, where K is the number of group items.
The packing includes iterations of making decisions of packing K
group items and testing E times of no-colocation aﬃnity relations,
so the complexity of packing is O(K + E ). Thus, the total complexity of FFD-AGP is O(K log(K )) + O(KE ). Especially, the max of E is
K (K − 1 )/2 if all pairs of group items have a no-colocation aﬃnity,
which is actually impossible.
5.4.3. Discussion
We have mentioned three cases of aﬃnity VM group placement,
namely, COAP, CN-COAP and BIG-COAP. The ﬁrst two cases can be
solved by the above-mentioned aﬃnity group packing algorithms.
For the BIG-COAP scenario, the big aﬃnity VM group is split into
two or more groups, each of which can be packed into a PM. The
split operation will generate a special system overhead. To minimize the overhead derived from the unsatisﬁed aﬃnity, the best
placement scheme is that the VMs in each colocation aﬃnity VM
group are allocated onto the same PM, and the PM have so large
size of resource capacity that can pack all VMs in this VM group.
We can assume that for each VM aﬃnity group, there always
exists one PM that has enough resource capacity to pack VMs in
this aﬃnity group. This assumption may be reasonable because
now the increasingly growing hardware technology brings one PM
with increasing size of resource capacity, such as CPU and RAM.
We can use a bigger location, such as rack, which denotes a cluster
of several PMs deployed onto one or more racks connected with
high bandwidth. We also assume that for each service most tenants use a small number of VMs across which having aﬃnity leading to a small aﬃnity group. Only a few services require a large
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Fig. 7. Traﬃc rate amongst 3 VMs (1–3) running RUBiS benchmark. The values
(Mbps) are average traﬃc ratio (ATR).

number of VMs with aﬃnity as one large aﬃnity group with total
resource requests overstepping the PM resource capacity.
Actually, in the BIG-COAP scenario, there are no PMs that can
take in all VMs in one large aﬃnity group. We also can use a
mini-cut method [25] to divide the large aﬃnity VM group item
into several small aﬃnity VM group items, across the items having
minimized overhead, such that each group resource request is less
than one PM capacity and the network communication overhead is
minimized.
6. Evaluation
We implement a tool based on tcpdump to automatically obatin
traﬃcs between VMs running communication-/data- intensive applications for testing the existence of aﬃnity between VMs. Then
we implement a simulation software tool for aﬃnity resource
scheduling with grouping and bin packing heuristic algorithms in
C language. We create a real cloud environment to evaluate the
effectiveness of the JAGBP method. The conﬁguration of experimental environment is the same as described in our case study
in Section 3.
6.1. Evaluate aﬃnity from traﬃcs
In Section 3, we provide a case study of obtaining traﬃc between VMs on running the HPCC benchmark application. In this
section, we present a further experiment to evaluate the existence
of aﬃnity to generalize the method. We choose other two typical
benchmark applications, namely, RUBiS and hadoop [47] for aﬃnity evaluation. RUBiS is a multi-tier emulation of e-bay web application. It simulates various tasks done by various clients, including
user and item registration, browsing items per category and per
region, bidding for or buying items and so on. Hadoop provides a
distributed ﬁle system by using the MapReduce paradigm to analyze and transform very large data sets. It tackles computation
from ﬁles distributed amongst multiplicative nodes.
6.1.1. Traﬃcs on running RUBiS
In this section, we evaluate the traﬃcs between the VMs of
RUBiS. RUBiS contains three modules: a web server, a database
server and an emulation client, which are setup onto three VMs
under one PM, respectively. In traﬃc measurement, the number of
clients, a primary parameter determining the workload size, is set
to 1400, and other parameters are set as default. We run the experiment ﬁve times and each run lasts twenty minutes. We get the
average of total traﬃc volumes and conclude the traﬃc rate of all
VM pairs. The ﬁnal results are shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the
traﬃc rate between different VM pairs is different, i.e., the traﬃc
rate between client and web server VM is 16.6 times higher than
that of between web and DB server VM. Hence, the web server and
database server have frequent communications because all web requests from clients are processed by the web server and database
server.
6.1.2. Traﬃcs on running hadoop
In this section, we evaluate the traﬃc between VMs running
Hadoop application. We construct a virtual cluster (VC) with 16

Fig. 8. Traﬃc amongst 16 VMs (1–16) running a Hadoop workload: wordcount. The
values (Mbps) are average traﬃc ratio (ATR).

VMs, which are placed onto one PM and all VM image ﬁles are uniformly stored in a network ﬁle system (NFS) server. We pick one
typical workload of hadoop: wordcount, which is used to count all
words inside a certain word ﬁle under a distributed multi-nodes
platform. The size of word ﬁle is set to 100MB. We capture trafﬁc ﬁngerprinting between all VM pairs and conclude the average
traﬃc rate as aﬃnity degree as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 shows that all VM pairs have small average traﬃc rates.
The main control node is VM node 1 which has the most traﬃc
rates. We can conclude that the traﬃcs between hadoop VMs are
less frequent.
6.1.3. Result analysis
By comparison of all traﬃc measurement results from the three
typical cloud applications, HPCC performs the largest traﬃc rates,
which indicates the largest dependency between the VMs. While
Hadoop performs as the opposite, the traﬃc rates between VM
pairs are very small and much less than that from RUBiS. The large
amount of traﬃc rate indicates that the VMs hosting HPCC benchmark application require much more network bandwidth than others. In conclusion, these results tell us that not only the traﬃc
dependency between VM pairs commonly exist amongst the VMs
running cloud applications, but also it reveals a great difference
among distinct cloud applications running between multiple VMs.
6.2. Evaluate algorithms in simulation
In this section, we provide a simulation experiment to verify
the effectiveness of algorithms used in JAGBP method. Initially, all
the algorithms, including the aﬃnity grouping and bin packing
heuristics algorithms, are implemented in a simulator tool which
is used as a resource scheduler for our aﬃnity aware resource
scheduling framework. The simulator program runs on a Dell PowerEdge T710 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40 GHz machine with
16GB of memory running Linux OS.
We generate several classes of VM workloads according to distinct scale in VM number, dimension, and aﬃnity relation. We
use a metric aﬃnity ratio to denote the number scale of aﬃnity
relations, which is concluded by dividing the number of aﬃnity
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relationships to the number of VMs N. each class contains 5 different scales of VM number (N is set to 20 0 0, 40 0 0, 60 0 0, 80 0 0,
10, 0 0 0), 6 dimensions (d is set from 1 to 6), and 6 kinds of
aﬃnity relation scale, which is denoted by aﬃnity ratio (AR): r =
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, respectively.
Firstly, we randomly generate totally 8 VM workload ﬁles corresponding to 8 classes of distribution workloads. Each ﬁle denotes
a class of VM workload information. To facilitate running tests,
we generate two arrays with 10,0 0 0 rows and 6 columns, totally
60, 0 0 0 real numerical VM workload data in each ﬁle. However,
the production of the aﬃnity relation workloads data is directly in
correlation with the VM workload and also generated random. It
varies in different classes of workload distribution, the number of
VM, dimension and aﬃnity relation. Then, totally 5 × 6 × 6 × 8 =
1440 aﬃnity workload ﬁles are produced. One simulation instance
includes one VM workload ﬁle and one aﬃnity ﬁle.
We conduct simulations for two scenarios, (1)VM packing (VMP) method, a bin packing method without considering
aﬃnity, i.e., a non-aﬃnity aware grouping allocation method (NAGA)
for the GP problem, and (2) JAGBP method, for our Joint-Aﬃnity
Grouping and Bin Packing method, to test and compare performance based on the runtime metric. In each round of simulation execution, the simulation tool ﬁrstly loads a VM workload ﬁle
with a set of VMs and an aﬃnity relation ﬁle. Then it invokes the
Max-AV-Grouping algorithm and outputs the aﬃnity group results.
These results are a set of VM aﬃnity groups and used as input
for the bin packing algorithms. At last it implements the heuristic
bin packing algorithms and outputs the placement scheme results.
During the period of each round of execution, the runtime of each
algorithm and the packing eﬃciency of relative metrics including
PM number for each heuristic packing algorithm, are logged in a
result ﬁle. In JAGBP, the total runtime is the sum of Aﬃnity Grouping time, denoted by AGT and aﬃnity group packing time, denoted
by GPT. While in NAGA method the runtime is just only total of VM
packing time. Besides, for the correctness of the result, the overall
execution runs three times and the results are accumulated into
several ﬁles. We generate total 1440 × 3 × 14 = 60, 480 amounts of
data used for performance analysis.
At last, we choose FFD packing algorithm based on a descending order by total sum of all dimensions of each item and the runtime metric to show the eﬃciency of JAGBP with comparison to
NAGA method. The results are shown in Fig. 9 which includes four
subﬁgures. Fig. 9(a) is the total runtime results of JAGBP and NAGA
amongst all workload classes in the case of 2 dimensions, 40 0 0
VMs, and aﬃnity ratio = 0.4; Fig. 9(b) is the total runtime results
of JAGBP and NAGA amongst all distinct VM number in the case of
4 dimensions, workload class C4, and aﬃnity ratio = 0.4; Fig. 9(c)
is the total runtime results of JAGBP and NAGA amongst all distinct aﬃnity ratios in the case of 4 dimensions, workload class C4,
and 60 0 0 VMs; and Fig. 9(d) is the total runtime results of JAGBP
and NAGA amongst all distinct dimensions in the case of workload
class C1, 60 0 0 VMs, and aﬃnity ratio = 0.5.
From the Fig. 9, in all cases the total runtime of JAGBP is less
than that of NAGA method, resulting that the VM aﬃnity grouping
and packing achieve higher eﬃciency than the single VM packing
in terms of less runtime. Actually, in a large resource scheduling
scenario, the scheduling decision eﬃciency is important. Thus the
runtime eﬃciency of JAGBP method will be meaningful for practical applications.
6.3. Evaluate performance of the JAGBP method
In this section, we create a real cloud application running
experiment in which we combine the simulator algorithms and
VM placement as a whole solution. Given many VMs and PMs,
we present two schemes based on two VM deployment schemes
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Table 2
The conﬁguration of each virtual cluster.
VC

VM
number

RAM/VM
(MB)

CPU

Total
RAM(GB)

VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4
VC5
VC6
VC7

16
8
6
12
10
4
3

512
768
640
384
512
896
1024

shared
shared
shared
shared
shared
shared
shared

8
6
3.75
4.5
5
3.5
3

corresponding to JAGBP and NAGA method, respectively. In each
scheme we run the same cloud application running on multiple
VMs and evaluate the eﬃciency of the JAGBP method by comparing the application performance results.
6.3.1. Experimental environment
A cloud datacenter generally runs many kinds of applications
hosted amongst multiple VMs, and we denote a group of VMs for
running one type of application as a virtual cluster (VC). Hence a
cloud datacenter comprises several VCs. Different VCs run different
or same applications with distinct preset input workloads or data
scales. We focus on the case that one application is hosted with
many VMs. For simplicity, we choose HPCC and RUBiS application
for our evaluation.
To construct an experimental environment imitating a real
cloud datacenter, we chose four identical Dell PowerEdge T710
server machines with dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40 GHz,
each of which has totally 16 Cores and 16GB RAM running Xen3.3.1. The Linux VMs and domain0 run Linux Kernel-2.6.18.8-xen.
The domain0 is conﬁgured with many virtual CPU cores. All VM
images are stored in a Network Filesystem Server (NFS). The VMs
in different VC share CPU cores, and are allocated with different
size of memory.
To simulate multiple applications, we totally construct 7 distinct VCs with total 59 VMs as computing nodes by given different
preset conﬁgurations. 6 VCs (VC1-VC6) are generated by running
HPCC benchmarks according to different number of nodes and application scale parameters. The VC7 is used for running RUBiS application with three VMs and each VM is allocated with 1 shared
vCPU and 2GB memory. Each VC is made up of different number
of VMs with different total vCPU and memory. Because the running of HPCC and RUBiS generate traﬃcs between VMs, the VMs
of each VC are identiﬁed with colocation placement aﬃnity. Thus
each VC is made up of a colocation aﬃnity VM group.
The conﬁguration of V C1 − −V C7 is listed in Table 2. The VMs in
one PM share the CPU limited to 32 Cores, and the RAM capacity
is limited to 12GB (total 16GB) with consideration of the resource
reservation [45]. As shown in Table 2, we limit each aﬃnity-group
with a total resource (RAM) demands less than the PM capacity,
such that it can be colocation placed onto one PM.
6.3.2. Placement schemes
We implement two speciﬁc placement schemes. In each scheme
the placement pattern is determined by a certain placement strategy. The placement solution is concluded by a provided allocation
strategy, denoted as a table, in which the row represents VC, the
column represents PM and a numerical value in a cell (i, j) denotes
the VM number of VCi allocated to PMj . One VC runs a multi-VM
application and the VMs construct one colocation aﬃnity group
with colocation placement aﬃnity relationships.
The ﬁrst scheme adopts the JAGBP method. The VMs are ﬁrstly
identiﬁed with aﬃnity relationships and grouped into several colocation aﬃnity groups via Max-VA-Grouping. Then, we arbitrarily
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Fig. 9. The performance comparison from JAGBP to NAGA method against total runtime.
Table 3
FFD-based aﬃnity-VM-group placement using
JAGBP.
VC/PM

PM1

PM2

PM3

PM4

VC1(HPCC)
VC2(HPCC)
VC3(HPCC)
VC4(HPCC)
VC5(HPCC)
VC6(HPCC)
VC7(RUBiS)

16
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
8
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
6
12
0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Table 4
FFD-based VM placement.
VC/PM

PM1

PM2

PM3

PM4

VC1(HPCC)
VC2(HPCC)
VC3(HPCC)
VC4(HPCC)
VC5(HPCC)
VC6(HPCC)
VC7(RUBiS)

0
8
4
0
0
4
1

16
0
2
0
5
0
0

0
0
0
12
5
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

use an FFD bin packing heuristic method to allocate these colocation aﬃnity groups onto PM. In FFD bin packing the VMs are
sorted by the VM memory resource dimension in a decreasing order. The detailed deployment is listed in Table 3.
The other scheme employs the VM packing (VMP) method without considering aﬃnity of VMs, namely, non-aﬃnity grouping allocation method, which is denoted as NAGA. We use FFD bin packing
heuristic method in which VMs are ﬁrstly sorted in a decreasing
order based on memory dimension, and then deployed onto PMs
one by one. For VC7 we deploy the 3 VMs dispersedly onto three
PMs to run RUBiS with a workload size 20 0 0 (client number) in
order to do a comparison with JAGBP method. Table 4 lists the detail of deployment information. Except VC7, the VMs of VC3 and
VC5 are deployed amongst two PMs, i.e., VC3 as (4 + 2 + 0 + 0 )
and VC5 as (0 + 5 + 5 + 0 ), while the VMs of other VCs are still
colocation placed onto one PM, e.g., VC1 as (0 + 16 + 0 + 0 ).

6.3.3. Running and results analysis
We ﬁrstly run the HPCC applications over the VC1-VC6 and
the RUBiS application of VC7 under both JAGBP scheme and NAGA
scheme respectively. All schemes run concurrently three times and
generate several ﬁles each time. And then we extract from the result ﬁles and pick four metrics from four communication-intensive
benchmarks of HPCC, i.e., HPL_Tﬂops for HPL, PTRANS_GBs for
PTRANS, AvgPingPongBandwidth_GBytes for PingPong benchmark
of b_eff, MPIFFT_Gﬂops for FFT, and choose the metric average
throughput from the RUBiS application result. Table 5 gives the average result for each metric value.
From Table 5, we can observe that all performance metrics
of VC3 and VC5 generated from JAGBP scheme are better than
those generated from NAGA scheme. Especially, the performance of
MPIFFT benchmark in VC5 derived from JAGBP scheme performs
23.5 times better than that from NAGA scheme, while VC3 performs 5 times better. For other VCs, JAGBP scheme performs better
performance results than NAGA scheme. However, a few cases do
not show expected performance, such as MPIFFT in VC6, AvgPingPong in VC2 and VC6, VC6 under JAGBP and NAGA scheme, because of the resource contentions derived from VMs sharing CPU
and memory bring impact on it.
In addition, in our experiments, due to VC1-VC6 run the same
HPCC benchmark, we sum the metric value to compare the overall performance of the simulated cloud multi-VCs system under
JAGBP and NAGA deployment schemes. All metric value of VCs under JAGBP and NAGA deployment schemes are normalized to 1 for
performance comparison. Fig. 10 shows the overall performance results. We conclude that JAGBP outperforms NAGA the HPCC application performance metrics, i.e., HPL improves 28.3%, PTRANS
16.3%, MPIFFT 87.6%, and AvgPingPong 19.7%, respectively, and Average Throughput metric of RUBiS benchmark application improves
25.2%. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the JAGBP
method.
7. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have studied the aﬃnity aware VM placement problem. The contribution we made is as follows. (1) We
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Table 5
The metric results of benchmarks in all VCs under JAGBP and NAGA scheme.
Benchmark (Metric)

Deploy. Scheme

VC1

VC2

VC3

VC4

VC5

VC6

HPL(Tﬂop/s)

JAGBP
NAGA
JAGBP
NAGA
JAGBP
NAGA
JAGBP
NAGA
JAGBP
NAGA

0.0087
0.0078
0.3648
0.3959
0.5606
0.3944
0.3208
0.2166

0.0094
0.0059
0.3711
0.2454
0.4468
0.4014
0.1679
0.2682

0.0026
0.0010
0.0497
0.0100
0.3198
0.0623
0.2673
0.1763

0.0046
0.0054
0.1621
0.2793
0.5565
0.5363
0.2931
0.2999

0.0045
0.0017
0.0594
0.0135
0.5859
0.0249
0.3826
0.1048

0.0060
0.0061
0.4659
0.3662
0.1478
0.3226
0.1316
0.2399

PTRANS(GB/s)
MPIFFT(Gﬂop/s)
AvgPingPong(Gbyte/s)
AverageThroughput(req/s)

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]
Fig. 10. The overall system performance for each benchmark under JAGBP and
NAGA method.

[9]

[10]

have made a case study of evaluating application performance under distinct VM placement patterns and the results give us our
motivation. (2) We have introduced aﬃnity of VMs, aﬃnity relations between VMs, associated the VM placement patterns to
minimize the application performance reduction, and identiﬁed
the aﬃnity relationships across VMs from real application cases.
(3) We have proposed the JAGBP method to solve the AAP problem. The JAGBP method includes an aﬃnity grouping algorithm to
group the VMs given that there are known aﬃnity relationships
across VMs and bin packing heuristic algorithms. The algorithms
are integrated into an aﬃnity aware resource scheduling framework for cloud system. (4) We have conducted comprehensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and eﬃciency of the
JAGBP method.
For our next study, a closely related direction is to investigate
many other techniques to ﬁnd, quantify and identify the aﬃnity
relationships from a list of VMs running practical cloud computing
applications. Another direction is to study how to use the aﬃnity
degree value to advance the VM placement based resource allocation and handle the case when the capacity of a PM is less than
the resource demand of an co-aﬃnity VM group.
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